CALL FOR PAPERS

HCI/MIS 2003

The Second Annual HCI in MIS (HCI/MIS) Research Workshop

http://melody.syr.edu/hci/pre_icis03_wksp

December 12-13, 2003 (Pre-ICIS), Seattle, Washington

Building upon past successes of the first workshop (pre-ICIS’02, Barcelona), AMCIS panels and minitracks (2002, 2003), as well as the tremendous interests in broad HCI issues exhibited by MIS colleagues, the AIS SIGHCI is planning its second annual HCI/MIS research workshop to be held prior to ICIS 2003 in Seattle, Washington in December 2003.

WORKSHOP OBJECTIVE:

The objective of the workshop is to provide an open and constructive discussion forum of important HCI research in Information Systems that addresses the ways humans interact with information, technologies, and tasks -- especially in the business, managerial, organizational, social and/or cultural contexts. HCI in MIS is concerned with the macro level (versus the micro level) of Human-Computer Interaction analysis. The purpose of the workshop is to identify important HCI/MIS problems and innovative research approaches. The organizing committee is looking for interesting and novel research ideas as well as studies that address important HCI problems in today's organizations by drawing upon theories and/or methodologies from all relevant reference disciplines. This year’s workshop will also try to bridge the gaps between academic research and industry interests by providing panels to debate pressing topics and issues in HCI that are relevant to the MIS field.

JOURNAL OF MANAGEMENT INFORMATION SYSTEMS (JMIS) SPECIAL SECTION:

Dr. Vladimir Zwass, editor-in-chief of JMIS (http://jmis.bentley.edu/), has agreed to fast track successful expansions of the best complete research papers from the workshop for a special section devoted to the workshop. The special section is to be published in 2004. It will be co-edited by Izak Benbasat, Ping Zhang, Fiona Nah, and Jonathan Lazar. More details can be found at the workshop webpage.
TOPICS:

Possible topics include, but are not limited to, the following:

- The perceptual, behavioral, cognitive, motivational, and affective/emotional aspects of human and their interaction with IT
- User task analysis and modeling
- Digital documents/genres and human information seeking behavior
- Informed user interface design and evaluation for all types of business and organizational applications such as
  - E-marketplace and supply chain management
  - Group collaboration
  - Negotiation and auction
  - Enterprise systems
  - Intranets
  - Extranets
  - Small-screen mobile devices and pervasive computing
  - Multi-dimensional information visualizations
- Integrated and/or innovative approaches, guidelines, and standards for analysis, design, and development of interactive devices and systems,
- Usability engineering, metrics and methods for user interface assessment and evaluation of end-user computing in work or non-work environment, especially in the Internet era
- Information technology acceptance and diffusion issues from cognitive, behavioral, affective, motivational, cultural, and user interface design perspectives
- The impact of interfaces/information technology on attitudes, behavior, performance, perception, and productivity
- Issues in software learning and training
- Gender and technology
- Issues related to the elderly, the young and special needs populations
- Other human factors issues related to human interaction with technologies

PAPER SUBMISSIONS:

Authors are encouraged to submit high quality research (completed or research in progress papers) that are original. The submissions should not be currently under review elsewhere and the papers should have not appeared elsewhere already. Since this is a workshop, we actively solicit papers describing novel research ideas that may be at a relatively early stage of development. Full papers are preferred (with a limit of 5,000 words including references), although extended abstracts of at least 2,500 words (must include references) will also be considered.

Submissions will undergo a double-blind review process. Authors should agree to provide timely reviews of at most two other submissions, if requested. Manuscripts should be in MS Word format and be submitted as email attachments to Fiona Nah at fnah@unl.edu and copied to Ping
Zhang at pzhang@syr.edu, with the subject heading “HCI/MIS workshop submission.” Authors can use the body of the email as the cover letter for the submission and should ensure that their identities do not appear in any part of the manuscript. The first page of the manuscript should have a title, the type of the submission (complete research or research in progress), total word count of the submission, an abstract of less than 300 words, and a list of 5-6 keywords. All manuscripts should be double-spaced with Times New Roman 12-point font and one-inch margins around.

**WORKSHOP PUBLICATION:**

Extended abstracts of all accepted papers will be published in the workshop proceedings. This inclusion should not affect full versions of the papers to be published later in journals. More details on the format and requirements of the camera-ready version for the proceedings will be available later at the workshop webpage.

**BEST PAPER AWARD:**

This year, the workshop will select one best paper for the award. The selection of the best paper is a two-stage process. First, best paper candidates are selected based on the reviews of all the submissions. Then a special committee consisting of the organizing committee and several Program Committee members will review the candidates and select the best paper. Award will be given at the workshop.

**IMPORTANT DATES FOR WORKSHOP SUBMISSIONS:**

*Notification of acceptance:* October 15, 2003
*Extended abstracts due for proceedings:* October 31, 2003
*Workshop:* December 12-13, 2003

**ORGANIZING COMMITTEE:**

**Workshop Co-Chairs:**

Ping Zhang, Syracuse University, pzhang@syr.edu
Jonathan Lazar, Towson University, jlazar@towson.edu

**Program Chair:**

Fiona Fui-Hoon Nah, University of Nebraska-Lincoln, fnah@unl.edu
Advisory Committee:

Izak Benbasat, University of British Columbia, benbasat@commerce.ubc.ca
Fred Davis, University of Arkansas, fdavis@walton.uark.edu
Dennis Galletta, University of Pittsburgh, galletta@katz.pitt.edu
Sirkka Jarvenpaa, The University of Texas at Austin,
Sirkka.Jarvenpaa@mcombs.utexas.edu
Jane Webster, Queen's University, jwebster@qsilver.queensu.ca
Vladimir Zwass, Fairleigh Dickinson University, zwass@fdu.edu

Program Committee:

Dinesh Batra, Florida International University, batra@fiu.edu
Paul Beckman, San Francisco State University, pbeckman@sfsu.edu
Hock Chuan Chan, National University of Singapore, chanhc@comp.nus.edu.sg
Susy Chan, DePaul University, SChan@cti.depaul.edu
Patrick Chau, University of Hong Kong, pchau@business.hku.hk
Jasbir Dhaliwal, Northern Kentucky University, dhaliwalj@exchange.nku.edu
Mark Dishaw, University of Wisconsin Oshkosh, dishaw@vaxa.cis.uwosh.edu
Anthony Faiola, Indiana University at Indianapolis, afaiola@iupui.edu
Xiaowen Fang, DePaul University, XFang@cti.depaul.edu
John E. Galvin, Indiana University, jogalvin@iupui.edu
Andrew Gemino, Simon Fraser University, gemino@sfu.ca
Matt Germonprez, Case Western Reserve University, Germonprez@cwru.edu
Jane Gravill, University of Western Ontario, jgravill@ivey.uwo.ca
Richard Hall, University of Missouri-Rolla, rhall@umr.edu
Traci Hess, Washington State University, thess@cbe.wsu.edu
Pamela Hinds, Stanford University, phinds@leland.stanford.edu
Andrea Houston, Louisiana State University, ahoust2@lsu.edu
Chuck Kacmar, Florida State University, ckacmar@garnet.acns.fsu.edu
Arnold Kamis, Bentley College, akamis@bentley.edu
Jinwoo Kim, Yonsei University, jinwoo@base.yonsei.ac.kr
Barbara Klein, University of Michigan-Dearborn, bdklein@umd.umich.edu
Astrid Lipp, Georgia State University, alipp@cis.gsu.edu
Eleanor Loiacono, Worcester Polytechnic Institute, eloiacon@WPI.EDU
Paul Lowry, Brigham Young University, pbl@email.byu.edu
Ann Majchrzak, University of Southern California, amajchrz@marshall.usc.edu
Jiye Mao, City University of Hong Kong, ismao@is.cityu.edu.hk
Nelson Massad, Florida Atlantic University, nmassad@fau.edu
Robbie Nakatsu, Loyola Marymount University, rnakatsu@lmu.edu
Tom Plocher, Honeywell Technology Center, tom.plocher@honeywell.com
Srinivasan (Chino) Rao, University of Texas at San Antonio, CRao@utsa.edu
Julie Ratner, InfoSpace, julie.ratner@infospace.com
Tom Roberts, University of Kansas, troberts@ku.edu
Howard Rosenbaum, Indiana University, hrosenba@indiana.edu
Larry Seligman, University of Georgia, seligman@terry.uga.edu
Cheri Speier, Michigan State University, cspeier@pilot.msu.edu
Thomas Stafford, University of Memphis, tstaffor@memphis.edu
Noam Tractinsky, Ben-Gurion University, noamt@bgumail.bgu.ac.il
Ozgur Turetken, Temple University, turetken@temple.edu
Misha Vaughan, Oracle Corporation, misha.vaughan@oracle.com
Viswanath Venkatesh, University of Maryland, vvenkate@rhsmith.umd.edu
Susan Wiedenbeck, Drexel University, Susan.Wiedenbeck@cis.drexel.edu
Fons Wijnhoven, University of Twente, a.b.j.m.wijnhoven@sms.utwente.nl
Vance Wilson, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, wilsonv@uwm.edu
Fatemeh (Mariam) Zahedi, University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, zahedi@uwm.edu
Wenli Zhu, Microsoft Corporation, wenlizhu@microsoft.com